


Our most versatile welder
A flexible hot air welding solution for increased speeds, 
consistency and quality. The T300 Extreme Flex is our most 
universal welder with an unlimited array of seam types.

Easy operation with touch screen and 25 memory settings
Consistent and easy product construction
Can weld PVC, PE, PU and many more

Built for the toughest production demands
A flexible welding solution that utilizes hot air welding 
to meet your ducting and tube production needs. With 
its longer throat the T600 Extreme Flex can handle any 
size job.

Can handle any size job
Additional pullers for easier fabric handling
Can weld PVC, PE, PU and many more

Weld large, flexible reinforced ducting
The FX50 is specifically designed to weld flexible, 
reinforced ducting. This machine will weld large 
reinforced tubes from 15” to any diameter. The FX50 
can easily be configured to add a wear strip to the 
outside.



Weld flexible, reinforced ducting or tubes
The FX100 is specifically designed to weld flexible, 
reinforced ducting or tubes. This machine will weld 
tubes from 2” to 48” diameter and can easily be 
configured to weld a wear strip to the outside.

FX100 Seam Types:

Moduline Seam Types:

Moduline Seam Type:

Fully automated ventilation system
This M100 is meant to weld several panels 
together, create a t-tape, apply to a tube, 
grommet and cut to length. This fully 
automated system will increase production 
and reduce labor.

Automated solution for any production process
Our Moduline System is designed for customers looking to 
increase business profits by automating their production. 
Designed specifically to meet any automation need while 
keeping your production and payback concerns in mind. 
This unique design enables you to select multiple 
automation options regardless of your production demands.

Rewind       Slitting       Gluing      Sweep       Unwind     Guillotine     Guiding     Sewing     Printing     Grommet     



All the innovations and firsts we have developed over our 40 years of manufacturing 
industrial fabric welders have been because we believe in changing our industry. We 
have always helped our customers change and grow their businesses by developing 
practically designed welders that are versatile, easy to use and reliable. 
 
We are committed to providing the most innovative and efficient welders. 


